WHAT IS THE RED DOOR SOCIETY?

Our Red Door Society members are true champions of families facing cancer in our community. Your support allows for us to be flexible and respond to needs as they arrive, such as expanding programming or adding new programs based on member needs. Because of our Red Door Society members, no one is placed on a waiting list when they need our help now.

Five levels of support are available. Anyone pledging over $250 per year for a minimum of three years will be recognized as a Red Door Society member.

“Cancer support for the whole family... the whole time.”
Red Door Society
Levels of Support & Recognition

NETWORK BUILDER:
$250-$499 per year (or $21/month) for three years
You could provide 21 months of care and support for someone in our community touched by cancer.

With this gift, you will be recognized by:
• Invitation to an annual (no-cost) appreciation and recognition celebration

EDUCATION STEWARD:
$500-$999 per year (or $42/month) for three years
You could provide for four of the public educational workshops offered each year. Educational workshops cover topics such as Advanced Care Planning, When Sickness Meets Wellness: Live Your Best Life after Cancer, and Fitness and Movement after Diagnosis.

With this gift, you will be recognized by:
• Invitation to an annual (no-cost) appreciation and recognition celebration
• Name listed in Gratitude Report & on Gilda’s Club website

SUPPORT PARTNER:
$1,000-$4,999 per year (or $84/month) for three years
You could provide nine months of a monthly support group, such as Breast Cancer Support, GI Cancer Support, Prostate Cancer Support, and Moving Forward, a monthly group for those who have completed treatment.

With this gift, you will be recognized by:
• Invitation to an annual (no-cost) appreciation and recognition celebration
• Name listed in Gratitude Report & on Gilda’s Club website
• Name on permanent donor recognition piece at Gilda’s Club Madison with the option for memorial or honorarium wording

PROGRAM SUSTAINER:
$5,000-$9,999 per year (or $417/month) for three years
You could provide nearly a year of a weekly support group for those facing a cancer diagnosis and their supporters. These groups are facilitated by a licensed mental health professional, and provide support and community to individuals on their cancer journey.

With this gift, you will be recognized by:
• Invitation to an annual (no-cost) appreciation and recognition celebration
• Name listed in Gratitude Report & on Gilda’s Club website
• Name on permanent donor recognition piece at the clubhouse with the option for memorial or honorarium wording
• Name displayed at three fundraising events per year (program/thank you board)

CHAMPION OF HOPE:
$10,000 or more per year (or $834/month) for three years
Each year there are 31,000 NEW cancer diagnoses in Wisconsin alone. Your gift allows us to connect with more of the people dealing with a cancer diagnosis within our 14 county service area so that no one faces cancer alone.

With this gift, you will be recognized by:
• Invitation to an annual (no-cost) appreciation and celebration
• Name listed in Gratitude Report & on Gilda’s Club website
• Name on permanent donor recognition piece at the clubhouse with the option for memorial or honorarium wording
• Name displayed at three fundraising events per year (program/thank you board)
• Verbal recognition at two signature fundraising events
• Opportunity for four to attend Gilda’s Club Signature Event